




MERELY BLUE 
Text as altered for the music based on: 
e e cummings: “from the cognoscenti” 
 
by Lee McClure 
for Soprano Voice, Soprano Sax, Alto Sax, Tenor Sax, Baritone Sax, Elec. Bass, Drums 
 
 
from the From 
the From from The 
from The, the From 
the The from The ! 
 
Cognoscenti bing — 
bong whom chew choo laugh  
dingle nails  
personally  
bung loam home!  
pic pac! 
obviously scratches  
tomorrow lobs 
 
from the whole against you gringle how 
exudes thursday fasters 
by button of  
whisper sum blinked 
he bellow try  
eye now brow, sang — 
 
some day whiter much grab sick silk soak  
whiter much grab sick silk soak sulk 
sick silk soak sulk suck whim 
 
dimmer twist on poke if inch 
poke if inch dimmer twist on 
dimmer twist on poke if inch 
poke if inch dimmer twist on 
if dimmer twist on? 
dimmer? — twist on? 
dimmer? — dimmer? 
permanent and slap tremendous 
 
sorry daze bog triper right 
election who so thumb o'clock 
asters mingle – 
 
sorry daze bog triper right 
election who so thumb o'clock 
asters mingle —  
bog triper right election who so thumb 
o'clock 
asters mingle – asters mingle –  
from the dim a ram flat  

÷ ÷ ÷ ÷  
 (soprano sax solo) 
 (drum solo) 
 
slim guesser goose  
pin yessir wheel 
no send wisp ben jiffy claus  
bug faina rain wee celibate amaranth  
clutch ouch! 
– no send wisp ben jiffy claus  
bug faina rain wee amaranth  
Ouch! 
 
÷ ÷ ÷ ÷  
 (baritone sax solo)  
 
so chuck!  
slop hight 
evolute- 
my eerily oh gargle to! 
 
to jip hug behemoth  
slim guesser goose - pin yessir wheel 
slim guesser goose - pin yessir wheel 
slim guesser goose - pin yessir wheel 
slim guesser goose - pin yessir wheel - so 
Bing —— 
 
bong whom chew choo laugh  
dingle nails  
personally  
bung loam home! 
pic pac! 
obviously scratches  
tomorrow lobs 
so chuck slop hight evolute 
my eerily oh gargle to 
– to jip hug behemoth 
 
truly pseudo yours – 
of radarw leschin – 
podia! 
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